
Corporate Education

Running public schools – traditional, nonprofit, location-specific, equitably-  funded, 
democratically-inclusive public schools – as new corporate-style, for-profit, limited-seat 
competitive businesses?  Treating all students, parents and communities in an increasingly 
diverse society as equally endowed, equally able, one-size-fits-all clients? 

Well; exactly how does that saying go in Latin?
Caveat emptor:
Let the buyer beware.
Reform promoters pushing to preserve and protect the flow of Big Money continued to 

advertise their demand for the phenomenally expensive test-score-based opening, redesigning, 
closing, restructuring, and reopening of an apparently infinite extravaganza of deregulated 
schools.  

Science schools.  Technology schools.  All-boy schools.  All-girl schools.  Green schools.  
Extended-day schools.  On-line schools.  Religious schools.  Semi-religious schools.  Non-union 
schools.  Innovation schools.  National-standards schools.  Lesson-reversal schools.  Year-round 
schools.  K-12 schools.  Voucher-only schools.  The unbounded flow of new school proposals hit 
district leaders at such a fast and furious pace, in fact, that few Big Money reform-dependent 
innovators managed a breath between rubber-stamped approvals.

Safely tucked in behind the glitter and glow now emanating from each year’s additionally 
confusing smoke screens – smoke screens allowed to grow both thicker and wider with each 
aggressively implemented (if only short-lived) innovation – reform promoters judiciously 
avoided the public clarification of two important deregulated-market truths.

  Truth number one: When a free market competition had been deregulated to the point 
where consumer protections disappeared; when, under the free market contention that any 
regulatory constraint hampered the unfettered “trickle-down” growth of business, consumer 
safeguards had been eliminated (thinking that some suggested to be perhaps just a wee bit 
reckless, as, once unleashed?  Company after company pulled up stakes to move unconcernedly 
overseas looking for a cheaper, unprotected labor and resources): 

Well, in this blithely deregulated world of falling consumer safeguards, products hadn’t, 
typically? 

Gotten better.  
More abundant, yes; less expensive, usually.  
But, more often than not?  
Much, much less well made.  
Once an unrestricted free-market competition had gained a foothold; once quality control 

legislation had experienced a methodic reversal – quality, in fact? 
Was no longer the point.
Cheaper; shorter-term; easily acquired; quickly discarded; repeatedly replaced. 
Instantaneous, no-regulations/no-responsibilities profits.*  
That was the point.
Truth number two: As this unfettered free-market theory applied itself to the suddenly 

competitive world of a low-income school reform; as deregulated-market schools began to 
contend for an innovation-based funding; as rival academic programs started to woo and enroll 
(and then publicly brag about their success with) only highest motivated, most capable students?  



Each year more inflexibly, turnaround schools depended not upon working carefully with hard-
to-serve, struggling children, but – just the opposite.

To survive in this theoretically “better” free-market competition, choice schools quickly 
bent to their progressively tightening role; diligently they began to locate, enroll, support and 
retain only those students who could produce one thing, and one thing only: 	
 Higher test 
scores.†  

In the newly competitive era of a cutthroat corporate-style education?  
Elevated test scores – as opposed to any non-standardized, old-school attempt at offering 

an honestly organic, working-with-kids-where-they-are, long-term education – had become the 
sole and unbending monitor of a contending school’s continued existence.  Anxiously working to 
ward off the ever widening array of consequences attached to a brutally punitive NCLB/R2T, in 
the paradoxically student-protective days of a truly modern accountability?  

There was only one logical avenue for survival. 
Protectively protecting your school through the painstaking enrollment, and subsequent 

retention, of only those students who would most likely test favorably on dominant-culture-
skewed, one-answer-fits-all, increasingly-outsider-standardized exams.

*A recent exposé shed light upon one tax-money-funded on-line school making technology investors rich even as it 
produced abysmal graduation rates; the drop-out rate for this school had, in fact, been abnormally high.  The school 
continued to garner a massive funding, however, not for producing academic results, but by simply taking advantage 
of a deregulated funding-per-student enrollment process: The more enrollees?  The more funding.  (And the more 
computers mandated for purchase by those districts willing to offer up any one in a growing parade of minimally 
regulated on-line options.)

†Recently published test score results (that kind of testing result which die-hard reformers, including the President, 
keep telling everyone about) pointed to a notable success inside one carefully selective application-only (proactively 
involved parent) school where services for Special Needs students and English Language Learners had become 
minimal to nonexistent.  Blithely unaware of the segregated elitism now inherent to this school’s success, 
newscasters crowed happily that this was surely one school where our district administrators “got it right.” 


